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Download the app from 
iPhone App Store or Google Play.

Take the session survey.
We want to hear from you! 

Complete the session evaluation for this session 
LT119 on the SAP TechEd mobile app.
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The information in this presentation is confidential and proprietary to SAP and may not be disclosed without the permission of SAP. 
Except for your obligation to protect confidential information, this presentation is not subject to your license agreement or any other service 
or subscription agreement with SAP. SAP has no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this presentation or any related 
document, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein.
This presentation, or any related document and SAP's strategy and possible future developments, products and or platforms directions and 
functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any time for any reason without notice. The information in this 
presentation is not a commitment, promise or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality.  This presentation is provided 
without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a 
particular purpose, or non-infringement. This presentation is for informational purposes and may not be incorporated into a contract. SAP 
assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this presentation, except if such damages were caused by SAP’s intentional or gross 
negligence.
All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from 
expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of their dates, 
and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.

Disclaimer
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Introduction to Machine Learning in Analytics

Demo: See how Machine Learning in 
SAP Analytics Cloud can be used to enable 
data driven decisions 

Recap

Q&A

Agenda



Introduction to ML in Analytics 
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The next big wave of analytics
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Rethinking Analytics with Augmented Intelligence
Bringing together human creativity and machine intelligence
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Make Confident Decisions Faster with AI-Driven Insights
Delivered to You Naturally

Detect drivers of a KPI and take the 
next best action using automated 
machine learning that discovers 
unknown relationships in data

Ask questions in a conversational 
manner with instant results 

explained in natural language

Predict potential outcomes and 
forecasts with the push of a button

AutomatedConversational Predictive



How SAP Analytics Cloud can help



Demo
Using ML to interpret and take actionable decisions on sales and marketing data through the use of 

– Search to Insight
– Smart Insights
– Smart Discovery
– Smart Predict
– Predictive and Planning
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“The power of Prediction can be 
leveraged by any business, 
including yours!  It has worked 
for us.”
Roger Cocquempot, Head of IT & Organization Department – AG Real Estate
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Mapping feature to intention using context

Feature Context & Intention

Search to Insight Find information quickly, present in the most understandable way

Smart Insights Explain a data point or chart

Smart Discovery Explain the relationship between a target column and the dimensions and measures in a dataset

Build my story (Data Analyst in a box)

Smart Grouping Group my transactions together (cluster)

Smart Predict Generate new data which helps me understand my business and predict future outcomes

Predictive forecasting Generate a forecast from time series data for the for future time intervals.



Conclusion and Q&A
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 Access SAP TechEd Learning Journeys
 Discover related learning content

 Watch webinars of SAP TechEd lectures

 Learn about SAP’s latest innovations with openSAP
 Collaborate with SAP experts
 Self-test your knowledge

 Earn a SAP TechEd knowledge badge

Continue your SAP TechEd 2019 Learning Experience
Join the digital SAP TechEd Learning Room 2019 in SAP Learning Hub

http://learninghub.sap.com/teched
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Access replays
 Keynotes
 Live interviews
 Select lecture sessions
http://sapteched.com/online

Continue the conversation
 Read and reply to blog posts
 Ask questions
 Join discussions
sap.com/community

Check out the latest blogs
 See all SAP TechEd blog posts
 Learn from peers and experts

SAP TechEd blog posts

Engage with the SAP TechEd Community 
Access replays and continue your SAP TechEd discussion after the event 
within the SAP Community

http://sapteched.com/online
https://www.sap.com/community.html
https://blogs.sap.com/?s=SAP+TechEd
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More information

Related SAP TechEd Learning Journeys
 AIN 1 - Make Fast and Confident Decisions with SAP Analytics Solutions
 AIN 3 - Develop, Extend and Embed SAP Analytics Solutions

Related SAP TechEd sessions
 AIN 109: SAP Analytics Cloud: An Overview on Intelligent Insights
 AIN 115: Critical Insights with SAP HANA Data Anonymization and SAP Analytics Cloud
 AIN 361: Making Confident Decisions with Augmented Analytics in SAP Analytics Cloud

Public SAP Web sites
 SAP Community: https://www.sap.com/community/topics/cloud-analytics.html
 SAP products: www.sap.com/products/cloud-analytics.html
 SAP Analytics Cloud product information, tutorials and learning journeys – www.sapanalytics.cloud 

https://www.sap.com/uk/community/topics/cloud-analytics.html
http://www.sap.com/products/cloud-analytics.html
http://www.sapanalytics.cloud/


Feedback Contact for further topic inquiries
Please complete your session evaluation 
for LT119.

Richard Mooney
Product Manager Augmented and Predictive Analytics 
richard.mooney@sap.com

Thanks for attending this session. 

mailto:Richard.mooney@sap.com
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose without the express permission of
SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company.

The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice. Some software products marketed by SAP SE and its 
distributors contain proprietary software components of other software vendors. National product specifications may vary.

These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company for informational purposes only, without representation or
warranty of any kind, and SAP or its affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials. 
The only warranties for SAP or SAP affiliate company products and services are those that are set forth in the express warranty 
statements accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional 
warranty. 

In particular, SAP SE or its affiliated companies have no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this document or 
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SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries. All other product and service names 
mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies. 

See www.sap.com/copyright for additional trademark information and notices.

www.sap.com/contactsap

Follow us

https://www.sap.com/copyright
https://www.sap.com/registration/contact.html
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sap
https://www.youtube.com/user/SAP
https://twitter.com/sap
https://www.facebook.com/SAP
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